
VIETNAM TEA TOUR. 

1-10/11/2018 

 

To visit the tea plantations and ancient tea trees growing high in the mountains, pick and 

produce your own tea, see a lot of places of extraordinary beauty and touch the culture of Vietnam. This 

is our tea tour to Vietnam, which starts on November 1, 2018. 

 

The first ever professional Tea Tour to Vietnam we’ve been preparing for a long time! With the 

support of Vietnam Tea Masters Academy we organize an unforgettable, exciting journey into the very 

depths of Vietnamese culture. The program lasts 7-8 days, not counting flights back and forth. The tour 

program includes a trip to the west of Vietnam where the tea plantations of the Moc Chau district are 

located, where participants can see how tea is growing, picked and produced. After that, we will travel 

to the very north, high in the mountains in search of ancient tea trees forest, where locals produce 

beautiful green, white, red and fermented tea using leaves picked from ancient tea trees. Here you can 

witness and take part in the process of producing tea. And finally, we are waiting for Ha Long Bay, a 

UNESCO World Heritage site, where we will spend the last 2 days enjoying its extraordinary views. 

This trip will be a great opportunity to get acquainted with the culture, traditions and nature of 

Vietnam. The tour is conducted by our tea master Andrei Ivanov together with colleagues from Vietnam 

Tea Masters Academy.  

We invite everyone to this unforgettable journey. 

 

 



The program 

1/11/18-2/11/18: Home - Hanoi 

 

2/11/18-3/11/18: Arrival in Hanoi, overnight at the hotel. 

 

3/11/18-4/11/18: Moc Chau Tea Tour 

- Sightseeing in chilling picturesque scenery of Moc Chau mountainous tea 

field area 

- Enjoying a night in Tea Stilt Houses – accompanied with friendly local 

people, experiencing culture and amazing local specialties. 

- Joining the Oolong tea factory tour, witnessing every step of Oolong tea 

production  

- Enjoying Oolong tea and learning tea brewing technique with one of the 

most famous tea masters in this area. 

- Sharing your passion for tea with tea friends. 

 

4/11/18-5/11/18: Overnight at hotel in Hanoi 

 

5/11/18-6/11/18: Ha Giang Tea Tour 



 

- Sightseeing in hundred-year-old ancient tea forest with the best ancient tea 

of Vietnam 

- Experiencing cool fresh atmosphere of Ha Giang Mountainous Area 

- Enjoying a night working in different parts of tea processing, experiencing 

culture and amazing ancient tea. 

- Learning and sharing tea passion with local tea masters 

- Getting hands-on experience of Snow Shan tea processing procedure, 

roasting and taking home your own Snow Shan tea product. 

 

6/11/18-8/11/18: a trip to Halong Bay. 

 

Halong Bay is a UNESCO World Heritage Site in the Vietnamese province of Quang 

Ninh, one of Vietnam's most popular tourist destinations. 

 

8/11/18-9/11/18: return to Hanoi and overnight at the hotel. 



 

9/11/18: Hanoi-Home 

 

The cost of the tour is 450 EUR. The price includes accommodation, meals and transportation 

during the tour. The flight and visa are not included in the price. The approximate cost of a round trip on 

the route Riga-Hanoi on August 1, 2018 is 620 EUR. 

www.izpodnebesnoj.com/en/  
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